The city is an edge phenomenon not only are cities edgy in physical and cultural terms, they tend to be born along naturally occurring edge phenomena. Cities have historically sprung from natural edges that ‘embrace and enable’ cultures. Embrace in terms of foci or naturally occurring phenomena of beauty and ‘enable’ as some form of intersection, exchange and security. The development of city form can be conceived of as a redistribution of the earth to reflect the patterns of its milieux programmatic activities and expectancies. Kevin Lynch in the Image of A City described the constituents of these patterns as “paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks”. 1 These city patterns are to an extent developed from and interdependent with underlying natural patterns of landscape. Consequently a more generic set of definitions based on Lynch’s such as routes, edges, fields, nodes and foci relates to both natural and our own cultural patterns of landscape. Whereas ‘routes’ can be seen as the connective and communicative rhizomes linking fields, nodes and foci, it is ‘edges’ that distinguish. Edges do not only distinguish one thing from the other such as route from field, they distinguish everything within our perceptual field developing complex interrelated and interpretive landscape patterns. “Humans prefer ambiguous, complex patterns in their visual field and that this seems a fundamental perceptual preference”. 2 The city as a spatial and cultural maelstrom of complex and interpretive ‘edge conditions’ constitutes a perceptually desirable landscape embracing and enabling its milieu to delve into its thickness. Edge conditions and their interpretation are an integral part of our ‘mediation’ with our environment.

Edge conditions arise as transitions between ‘this’ and ‘that’; they are changes of materials, mediums or fields yielding the edge of a forest or the edge of a shoreline. Edges also emerge as differentiations in ‘this’ or ‘that’ through topographic diversity or variations of intensity. Topographic variations may generate the edge of a valley whereas intensity in terms of condensation and rarefaction generate variations in the continuity of flocks and fields such as, trees within a forest or people within an urban square. Any edge has of course a minimum of two conditions: this side and the other side and how the edge is perceived differs when located in ‘this’ or the ‘other’. Contextually edges are somewhere between seams and barriers and are relative to ‘being’ consequently to us a change in texture of the ground is a seam whereas a cliff is a barrier. Edge conditions can often be indistinct, interpretive or ineffable. The edge of a cloud is indistinct when close to or encapsulated within. The edge of a shoreline examined in detail is particularly indistinct and ‘we’ become less distinct from our context when considering the perpetual exchange of air and energy through our bodies.

Heidegger argued that ‘we’ and the world do not exist apart: rather, we are intimately immersed within it and affected by it. He postulated, an “un-dissolvable unity” 3 between people and world. Heidegger called this ‘Dasein’, 4 or being-in-the-world. However, the perceived world is comprehended through differences “as my body is sensible sentient, seer and seen, its relations with the visible world fold and
unfold in a double movement of divergence and overlap”.  
Perceptual comprehension is dependant on variation in the continuum to distinguish. We separate to comprehend forming a differentiation of things and establishing edges between them in order to recognise and classify. Simmel described this separation to distinguish as ‘an intent of perception’ that subconsciously knows they are related “By disengaging two things from the undisturbed state of nature, in order to designate them ‘separate’, we have already related them to each other in our awareness”.

Edges then are not absolute they are rather interpretive in that we actively separate in order to identify. We examine, dissect, distinguish and classify generating edges to establish distinctive things as separate entities. These edges do not, however, exist as entities in themselves rather we perceive an entities extent and our sensory systems are tuned to actively search for and accentuate variations as extents in order to distinguish. “The perceptual representation of three dimensional shape is lightly to be primarily based on qualitative aspects of ‘three dimensional’ structure -- such as occlusion contours or edges of high curvature whose topological structures remain relatively stable over viewing directions”. We are attuned to recognise and distinguish through sight, touch, taste, smell and sound variations that we interpret as edges consequently we have developed a repository of ‘edge species’ as pattern aids to the recognition of environmental phenomena. These edge species as patterns are reciprocally used visualisation aids to simulations to understand, anticipate and intervene. Sketching and perspective aided the visualisation and testing of possibilities in the Renaissance, photography and film aided the modern movement and today’s digital simulations are alternative realities.

There is also an interrelationship between ourselves and other entity edge phenomena in the perceptual landscape hinted at in Bachelard’s use of Jean Pellerin’s words “The door scents me it hesitates”. A phrase which actively imbues the doors physicality with determination. There is an interaction with the object and self affecting our behaviour. Piaget termed this interrelationship with our surrounding environment ‘Schemata’ ‘whereby we assimilate (our actions upon objects) and accommodate (objects action upon us) the physicality of our surroundings’. We incorporate physical objects into our behavioural patterns in a reciprocity of influence generating schemata as typological patterns of perception and reaction. “The several members of a lived body move not randomly but with what Maurice Merleau-Ponty called corporeal intentionality.”

Thanks to this intentionality, “the lived body integrates itself with the immediate environment that is to say its concrete place”. We move intentionally relative to our environment, which is perceived as
complexly configured patterns, to which our responses are so inherent that we no longer recognise them. These behavioural patterns enable a certain ‘autonomous’ perception and response capability resulting in a selective disengagement from many aspects of our surrounding. “We cannot open our eyes to things without distancing ourselves from what we seek”. We abstract spatial depth structuring it such that it stands separate from us, developing a perceptual depth between ourselves and the environment despite being integral with it. “When this depth disappears and the world is suddenly uncomfortably, encroaching on us, we can see our usual relation with the world for what it is; as privilege, not right--- the depth of our world is a mark of the worlds restraint rather than its indifference towards us”. This is not to say there is a world of edges without volume and depth rather “each thing we see which advances some of its visibility towards us can only be a thing if other sides of its visible thickness veer back into depth”. Depth and volume exist both as part of entities and of the mediums they are distributed within.

We locate entities ‘in this field’ between the relative horizon and ourselves as percept horizon through “density of texture, differential reflectance and motive parallax”. Our motive intentionality consumes spatial depth as an inter-animate experience of revelation and comprehenson. This is as apparent in Le Corbusier’s promenades as it is in Cullen’s notion of urban serial vision. However this is not so much a series of views as it is a spatiotemporal signature i.e. “particular directed view sequences and not - particular views”. Sequence matters the perceptual landscape is recognised through serial things and our consumption of space through a picturesque landscape or a urban ‘derive’ develops recognisable spatiotemporal patterns. Landscapes are however differentially consumed relative to direction, speed and mode of motion and we are an integral part of this landscape. Our skin is both end and bridge to the spatiotemporal landscape patterns we consume and that we reciprocally create spatiotemporal patterns through. There is an obvious reversibility where the sensing body is both subject and object. Merleau Ponty explained this reversibility through ‘intertwining’ Deleuze through ‘folding’. “The “subject will come to a point of view upon this world and --- will be assembled precisely through the process of folding and intertwining”.

Entities within this perceptual depth consist of edge conditions distributed within a visual figure ground landscape. These edges, as typological patterns, do not just relate to spatial things they also relate to processes as the interrelationship and interaction of things within space. Processes happen in spaces and are time dependent time forms their edges. Heidegger refers to experienced time as ‘instants’ as "a succession of now’s.” Bachelard has a more unique view of experienced time “the novel and the instantaneous co-imply each other” and “each instant represents a radical new start” ‘as with the birth of the universe’. Time and space are inextricably linked and interdependent as are the edge conditions of processes and spatial things. This can be explained through the analogy of a step as ‘step’ covers both meanings, the action of taking a step and the interval, which is a step. Consequently it describes the processes and the spatiality or the time and space of a step as an edge condition. A step links ‘instants’ of process and spatiality. A step is both end and bridge as an edge is both an end and an intersection. It is perhaps not incidental that mechanical time relies on the serial steps of interlinked rotating cogs. This clockwork action becomes increasingly complex three dimensionally using the
edges of serial cams and the stepping action of ‘cam followers’ between cams to develop complex programmable motion. Skilled masters coordinated the urban skills of cog and watch makers in the eighteenth century to create programmed motion through serial edges and steps building breath taking imitations of nature such as *The Writer* by Pierre Jaquet Droz and *The Swan* by John Joseph Merlin’.23

The edge ends and intersects, it holds in and holds out, presenting an impedance to penetration that contains and excludes in a membranous resistance. This resistance creates a hiatus, a drawing out along the edge transition. The movement patterns local to the edge transition developing reflective optimal paths related to gain and necessity, as in the “lex parsimoniae”24 catalysing parallel adjacent routes, as the space of possible movement. Edges as limits therefore tend to co-exist with routes along their extents. These routes developing as promenades of anticipation associated with some form of change relative to their edge condition adjacency. Such routes can be considered as in-between zones, and in their edge coexistence become ‘a priori places’. Indeed as Heidegger reminds us ‘end’ means place. “The old meaning of the word ‘end’ means the same as place: from one end to the other, means from one place to the other”.25 End is a destination, consequently a place, and edges as both end and intersection tend to develop as places of a transitory nature, interstitial a-priory gathering zones.

The edge condition in dividing ‘this’ from ‘that’ distinguishes the inside from the outside, the familiar from unfamiliar. In this differentiation we are already placed as ‘this’, the inside and familiar rather than ‘that’, the outside and unfamiliar. Edges are lines of change from ‘this’ to ‘that’ and become symbols of generic change as a liaison with the unknown, the strange and alien which is both dangerous and desirable. Entities from other territories can and do penetrate the edge condition in both directions. Alien entities remaining within another territory, for any extended length of time, become temporal members of ‘this’ territory but retain and radiate characteristics of the unfamiliar, strange and alien. These temporal alien entities tend to have characteristics similar to Simmel’s *Strangers*. They are within this territory, hence a part of the territory through juxtaposition and yet apart from the territory through conditioning in another territory. ‘They constitute a unique transitory position of mobility and objectivity’ “the stranger is freer practically and theoretically; he surveys conditions with less prejudice”.26 Edges as bridges to alien territories are place as a threshold territory.

We are drawn towards the edge, towards the limits, the margin, to provoke an ‘on the edge’ experience associated with mental change in adjacency to physical change. Moving to the edge ‘is
both a physical and a symbolic separation from our customary social or mental condition. This is followed by an engagement with the ‘in-between’ space as the parallel a-priory place within which “we must regard the period of margin or liminality as an inter-structural situation”. The edge as a-priory place enabling a physical and mental disengagement usually enacted through a ‘pilligrated promenade’ gazing into the other whilst mentally scrutinising current values and axioms. The edge with its ability to co-locate change and place acts as a catalysis for inner-mental processes that dissolve the accepted orders and creates a fluid malleable cognitive state.

Processes tend to be encouraged along spatial edges and vice versa. Processes happen in space at particular locations forming events. Time and space are considered as inextricably linked as are the particularities of event and place, and they are distinctively reliant on edges as both defining extents and connective interfaces. Edges encourage processes through selection and overlapping in that they are both boundaries and meeting places. An edge is selectively permeable as an end and an intersection. The edge as end holds in or out encouraging overlapping and subsequent interaction. As intersection the edge catalyses interface and exchanges with other entities and spaces. Edges are thus both resistant and porous in a selective permeability that can also be environmentally responsive. As organic membranes are environmentally responsive to porosity so too are our walls as cultural membranes. Whilst windows allow a certain level of perceptual exchange across a wall, a door or gate enables a completely different level of ‘privileged’ exchange’. Privilege here means entities need to possess certain conditions in order to penetrate the edge. This may be size, shape or a time related. Entities have a pass, a visa.

This adaptable porosity of the edge condition is key to the success of its adjacent territories as places and their subsequent growth into constellations of places as city through the intensity of routes and foci at the lines (edges) of change and exchange. An edge is in itself a focus (‘foci’ the extent ‘end’ we perceive) and an intersection consequently edges catalyse routes which in combination catalyse places, which tend towards centralities as a kind of perceptual and conceptual holding - folding together. These centralities anchor the self psychologically and can be split into private or public typologies. The house as home is an example of private centrality and is the essence of the act of dwelling. Public centralities tend to be urban spaces or (accessible) foci of some intensity. Here space as place is an in-between that holds and resists having the effect of gathering through the membranous resistivity of their surrounding edge conditions. These public places in cities constitute a three dimensional plurality of edge phenomena acting together to co-locate ‘space and time’ enabling an overlapping of certain processes in space and their subsequent interaction. Places gather processes in a catalytic space - time hiatus generating events. Place identity is related both to the unfolding physical qualities of the space and the processes as unfolding sequential actions within it. There is a space, process interdependence of edges defining place where place co-locates processes within space developing events that reciprocally reinforce that places identity and recognition. Times action is revealed where
change happens and edges, as boundaries are where changes occur. The edge is where happenings intensify it is the co-location of phenomena in place that catalyses events. “All human action takes and makes place. The past is the set of places made by human action. History is a map of these places”.  

Topographic locations with dynamic edge-mental conditions tend to develop into serial places as city. The friction generated by the density of a city’s edge conditions generating overlap to gathered processes enabling an intensity of events. City is event-mental reflecting an underlying structured edge condition system associated with our activities and expectancies as preferences of perception. These perceptual preferences appear to be in a aufhebung³⁰ state. We develop a perceptual distance between ourselves and the perceptual landscape, accommodating many of its patterns in schemata, whilst preferring complexity and ambiguity in the perceptual landscape? This contradiction is also reflected in the social structuring of the inhabitants of a city. Nurses, policemen and sanitary workers help maintain a structured distance of the perceptual landscape by keeping sickness crime and rubbish away, whilst artists, actors and designers venture to generate a complex and interpretive experiential landscape as cultural events “We are able to experience the world as keeping its distance, in part because many other people are preventing it from collapsing in on us”. ³¹
simple topographic edge conditions, single medium; left to right; slope; cliff, field.

simple topographic edge conditions, dual medium; left to right, slope, cliff, field.

combination and permutation examples of topographic edge conditions, single medium.
artificial edge conditions single medium, left to right; mass, plane, frame

artificial edge conditions as habitation, left to right; mass, plane, frame

serial edge conditions; pier and promenade; dock and wall; ring-road and city-edge
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